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Abstract. The rollback mechanism is critical in crash recovery and debugging, but its security problems have not been adequately addressed.
This is justified by the fact that existing solutions always require modifications on target software or only work for specific scenarios. As a consequence, rollback is either neglected or restricted or prohibited in existing
systems. In this paper, we systematically characterize security threats of
rollback as abnormal states of non-deterministic variables and resumed
program points caused by rollback, which can generally apply to other
scenarios of rollback problems. Based on this, we propose RollSec (for
Rollback Security), which provides general measurements including state
extracting, recording and compensating, to maintain correctness of these
abnormal states for eliminating rollback threats. RollSec can automatically extract these states based on language-independent information of
software as protection targets, which will be monitored during run-time,
and compensated to correct states on each rollback without requiring
extra modifications nor supports of specific architectures. At last, we
implement a prototype of RollSec to verify its eﬀectiveness, and conduct performance evaluations which demonstrate that only acceptable
overhead is introduced.
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Introduction

Rollback mechanism can directly resume previous states of applications or
virtual machines (VM), which is widely used in system recovery[1–4], software
debugging[5–7], and so on [8]. However, those resumed states can be stale and
cause serious security problems, e.g., resuming expired keys or duplicate nonce,
which also happen on specific architectures like vTPM (virtual Trusted Platform Module)[9] and SGX (Intel Software Guard Extensions)[10]. Due to these
potential security risks, rollback mechanism is severely hindered in practice.

Unfortunately, some existing security systems like TrustVisor[11], CloudVisor[12] and H-SVM[13] have not taken rollback threats into consideration, while
some other systems roughly restrict[14] or prohibit[15] rollback for security concerns. Memoir[16], ICE[17] and Ariadne[18] aim to maintain state continuity of
target software against rollback through replay strategies, which only work for
deterministic software. Moreover, these solutions also require modifications on
source codes causing tedious manual work in practice. ROTE[10] and rvTPM[9]
focus on rollback problems under specific architectures of Intel SGX and vTPM
respectively. However, their solutions are confined to specific architectures, which
cannot be migrated to other architectures easily.
In this paper, we made three main contributions as follows. Firstly, by revisiting and analyzing rollback threats in representative scenarios, we demonstrate
that abnormal states in software caused by rollback are the root cause of rollback
problems, which can generally apply to software in other scenarios. Moreover,
we propose a fine-grained classification of rollback-related states to identify those
abnormal states that can undermine software after rollback as further protection targets, i.e., states of non-deterministic variables and inappropriate program
points for resuming. Based on this, we can simplify security problems of general
rollback to equivalent problems of abnormal software states instead.
Secondly, we propose the design of RollSec based on virtualization environment, which is an automated state securing solution for software against general
rollback problems, including modules of state extracting, recording and compensating. Extracting module provides algorithms based on language-independent
information of target software to automatically identify oﬀsets of those rollbackrelated states in virtual address space as further protection targets. Moreover,
recording and compensating modules can monitor historical state transitions of
these targets, and correct those abnormal states caused by rollback through directly accessing targets states in corresponding locations during run-time. Both
recording and compensating are based on underlying hypervisor, and will not
require modifications on software. RollSec also has three strategies for compensating module to ensure the correctness for diﬀerent types of states, meanwhile
avoiding extra security problems.
Lastly, we present the implementation of RollSec based on Xen hypervisor
aiming to provide real-time rollback protections for C/C++ based software. All
the components of RollSec are running in control domain Dom0 to prevent itself
from rollback threats, while providing protections for target software in user
domain DomU against security problems of general rollback. Furthermore, we
conduct experiments to evaluate its eﬀectiveness and performance, which shows
that RollSec is eﬀective and will only introduce acceptable overheads.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: §2 presents scenarios of rollback problems and analyses. §3 proposes system mode, threat mode and design
of RollSec. §4 describes implementation details. §5 shows results of evaluation
experiments. §6 introduces related research works. §7 concludes the whole paper.

2

Rollback Scenarios and Analyses

In this section, we will revisit rollback threats in two representative scenarios,
and analyze the root cause in perspective of software states.
2.1

Scenario I: State Loss of Counter caused by Rollback

Linux login module login provides access for users to sign in under successful
authentications. Moreover, login module can load pam tally module, which
maintains a counter to record failed login attempts, to prevent accounts from
attacks with brute-force password guessing.
We take function tally check of pam tally module as an example described
in Listing 1.1. Function tally check will load threshold of failed login attempts
from configuration file as variable deny at line 2. Then, the current number
of failed login attempts will be loaded from log file as variable tally at line
6, which will be compared to threshold value deny at line 9. If threshold has
been exceeded which denotes a potential password guessing attack, function
tally check will return error code PAM AUTH ERR, and related account will be
locked for a certain period as penalty. Therefore, it’s vital for tally to maintain
its state correctness, and record number of failed login attempts truthfully, since
it constructed a security check against password guessing attacks. Otherwise,
such secure protection based on tally might act unexpectedly and reveal more
sensitive information.
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static int tally_check ( time_t oldtime , pam_handle_t * pamh , uid_t uid ,
const char * user , struct tally_options * opts ) {
tally_t deny = opts - > deny ;
tally_t tally = ( tally_t ) ~0 L ;
......
// load t a l l y with the numbers o f f a i l e d l o g i n attempts
i = get_tally ( pamh , & tally , uid , opts - > filename , & TALLY , fsp ) ;
......
if ( ( deny != 0) &&
( tally > deny ) &&
((( opts - > ctrl & OPT_DENY_ROOT ) || uid ) ) ) {
/∗ infomation output ∗/
......
return PAM_AUTH_ERR ;
}
return PAM_SUCCESS ;
}

Listing 1.1. Checking of failed login attempts in pam tally module

Figure 1 describes a rollback scenario for tally pam module, where login
module received requests with wrong password for three times during t1 ∼ t3 .
Meanwhile, variable tally increased from zero to three accordingly, which exceeded the threshold. Function tally check returned an error PAM AUTH ERR
and related account will be locked since t3 to prevent potential attacks with
password guessing. However, at t4 during account lockout duration, rollback can
resume previous states of variable tally during t0 ∼ t3 as highlighted by the
red dashed lines in Figure 1. Since the value of variable tally after rollback is
less than the threshold, function tally check will return PAM SUCCESS to denote a “legal” checking for password guessing attacks, although the threshold
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Fig. 1. Rollback impacts on pam tally

has already been exceeded at t3 . Consequently, this secure protection based on
variable tally in pam tally module acted unexpectedly after rollback, which
allows attackers to submit infinite login attempts through repeating rollback.
2.2

Scenario II: Bypassed Authentication Check caused by Rollback

Rollback can also recover program points of previous executions from checkpoint files. However, if the resumed program point is in branches that are determined by security checks, directly resuming such point is equivalent to bypassing
these security checks.
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/∗ d e t e r m i n i s t i c part ∗/
......
if ( compat20 ) {
/∗ f o r SSH 2.0 ∗/
......
} else {
do_ssh1_kex () ;
d o _ a u t h e n t ica ti on ( authctxt ) ;
}
/∗ s e s s i o n c o n f i g u r a t i o n ∗/
.....
/∗ do exec pty w i l l b u i l t both master and s l a v e s i d e f o r a pty master
s i d e handles data transmission with c l i e n t ∗/
ret = do_exec_pty (s , command ) ;

Listing 1.2. Code snippet of authenticating remote user in OpenSSH

We take the code snippet of authenticating remote user in sshd daemon of
OpenSSH as an example described in Listing 1.2. The sshd daemon will exchange
session key by calling function do ssh1 kex at line 7 after receiving login request
from remote client, and then authenticate corresponding user by calling function
do authentication at line 8, which will return only if user authentication is
successful. After a valid authentication, a remote shell will be established at line
13, through which remote client can access the server.
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Fig. 2. Example for two executions path of sshd daemon

Figure 2 describes two execution paths for the code snippet in Listing 1.2.
Path A denotes a successful authentication check, while Path B denotes a failed
one. If rollback resumed a program point as highlighted by the red dashed line in
Figure 2, sshd daemon will bypass the user authentication process, and establish
connection via an expired and untrusted socket.

2.3

Analyses of Rollback Scenarios

Although rollback can happen at multiple levels ranging from thread to VM
level along with various architectures, such as SGX, vTPM, only memory and
execution states can be recovered to previous ones by rollback according to its
definition. We have already demonstrated that stale states of these two kinds
can cause unexpected behaviors and undermine security functions in specific Scenario I and II respectively. Since memory and execution states are not confined
to specific scenarios, we will extend this conclusion for more general rollback scenarios in this section. Moreover, because software is ultimate victim for rollback
problems, we will only discuss the states variables and control flow in software
correspondingly.
Based on the general scenario described in Figure 3, we will explain how
do these stale states cause unexpected behaviors of software. Since deterministic states can always recover from stale states caused by rollback, only those
non-deterministic states can cause security problems after rollback. In Figure 3,
state S is a state of non-deterministic variable, which is changed at t0 and t3 .
The validity of state S will be checked in branch judgment, which results in two
diﬀerent paths (i.e., Failed Path during t1 ∼ t2 and Succeeded Path during
t4 ∼ t5 ) as depicted in Figure 3. Furthermore, we also locate five program points
(i.e., Point A, B, C, D, E), which can be resumed by rollback, to show all the
possible consequences of rollback.
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Fig. 3. Abstract scenario of problems caused by rollback

Situation A: When Point A is resumed by rollback, control flow of software
will execute the branch judgment determined by state S next. If state S loses
its essential transition at t3 , same problems as described in §2.1 will happen.
Otherwise, software will not be undermined by rollback.
Situation B: When Point B or C is resumed by rollback, branch judgment
has already been bypassed. The control flow of software is now determined by
which program point (Point B or C) is resumed by rollback instead of state S,
causing same security problems as described in §2.2.
Situation C: When Point D or E is resumed by rollback, control flow will
execute deterministic part next, which is rollback-irrelevant. Therefore, software
will not suﬀer rollback problems.
Consequently, the problems decried in Scenario I and II can also apply to
security problems of general rollback as Situation A and B, which can demonstrate
that the abnormal states of non-deterministic variables and control flow are the
root causes of general rollback problems. Hence, we can reduce security problems

of general rollback to two kinds of problems about manipulation of software
states through rollback as follows.
Rollback-related variable: Rollback can cause losses of essential state
transitions of non-deterministic variables, which makes branch judgments behave unexpectedly causing security problems as described in Situation A.
Rollback-related program point: Through directly resuming such program point, the control flow of software may bypass security essential branches
resulting in security problems as described in Situation B.

3

Platform-Independent Design

In this section, we will present the platform-independent design of RollSec
for securing rollback-related states against security problems of general rollback.
3.1

System Model

Our system model is based on virtualization environment, like Xen hypervisor, which mainly includes three components including dependent layer, user
and control domain as depicted in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. System model

Dependent layer includes hardware resources and hypervisor. The hardware
resource includes all the basic devices, such as storage, CPU and extra secure
functions, e.g. TPM [19], TXT [20], SGX [21]. Since we are focusing on security problems caused by rollback on software level, we will not require specific
hardware architectures in our system model.
User domain includes all the non-privileged and untrusted parts, like DomU
in Xen. Software running in user domain can interact with outside world.
Control domain includes privileged parts including all the controlling and
managing software tool stacks, like Dom0 in Xen. The control domain can conduct privileged operations towards user domain, including taking snapshot or
rollback/resume of a specific target.
3.2

Threat Model

We assume that both dependent layer and control domain are rollback-free
and rollback can only happen in user domain, which is reasonable in current
architectures. We also assume that arbitrary rollbacks can happen in user domain at any time, and both illegitimate or legitimate rollback will be taken in
to consideration. The legitimate rollbacks are those invoked by administrators,

owners or checkpoint-based recovery strategies[22], while illegitimate rollbacks
are those caused by attackers through infiltrating bugs and vulnerabilities in
software tool stacks. Whenever rollback happens, software inside user domain
may suﬀer those security problems of rollback as described in §2.
Since other secure problems such as hardware attacks or untrusted hypervisor are orthogonal in this paper, we assume that dependent layer and control
domain are trusted and software in user domain can be protected with state-ofthe-art protections against known attacks and vulnerabilities excluding rollback
problems. Since rollback needs assistance from both dependent layer and control
domain, we assume that every rollback event of user domain can be detected.
3.3

Design Goal

Analyses in §2.3 demonstrate that solving security problems for software
against general rollback is equivalent to secure states of rollback-related variables
and program points of software. Therefore, our design goals can be described as
follows.
Goal I: Our solution should identify those rollback-related states in software,
and make sure that all the states can maintain their correctness after rollback.
Goal II: Our solution should not be influenced by rollback.
Goal II: Our solution should not require modifications on target software
and provide protections against rollback problems without manual involvements.
3.4

Architecture

We propose RollSec, which includes three modules of state extracting, recording and compensating, to secure rollback-related states after rollback based on
virtualization environment as depicted in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Architecture of RollSec

1) Automated extracting module for rollback-related states: As we
characterize the root causes of rollback problems in §2.3, extracting module can
identify the information of rollback-related states from software automatically
based on syntax, control-flow and data-flow information as step A of Figure 5.
More details are discussed in §3.5.
2) Recording module for states of rollback-related variable: Recording module will only trace state transitions of those rollback-related variables
during run-time as step B of Figure 5, which can be a guidance for correcting abnormal variable states after rollback in compensating module. We ignore

those rollback-related program points during run-time, since such information
can be obtained in extracting module during preliminary phase. More details
are discussed in §3.6.
3) Compensating module for rollback-related states: Compensating
module will correct those abnormal states of rollback-related variables and program points, to remove security problems of general rollback as step C of Figure 5. To avoid extra security problems, compensating module also proposed
three strategies for diﬀerent states, which can also be turned oﬀ for particular
needs, such as debugging to increase flexibility. More details are discussed in
§3.7.
3.5

Automated Extracting Module for Rollback-Related States

In this section, we will introduce automated methods for extracting information of those rollback-related states from software based on syntax, controlflow and data-flow information. The control-flow and data-flow information are
language-independent, while syntax information is based on a specific programming language. However, syntax information can also be general and languageindependent as researches in [23, 24]. Therefore, extracting module described in
this section is also general and language-independent.
Automatically extracting rollback-related variables: Based on definitions
of rollback-related variables mentioned in §2.3, extracting module will firstly
identify those non-deterministic variables in software, and then calculate state
transfers among variables to obtain all the rollback-related variables. The detailed extracting processes are described as follows.
Step I. Identify non-deterministic variables via external function
calls: According to the analyses in §2.3, rollback-related variables can be regarded as those variables that receive non-deterministic inputs from external
function calls, e.g., variable tally in pam tally module. There are two ways
for external functions to modify variables: 1) If a variable is assigned by return
value of the external function, then it can be modified by external function.
2) The external function can also modify variables via influencing corresponding arguments, which are passing-by-pointer, passing-by-reference, or through
other mechanisms (e.g., the output parameter in C#). By tracing these external
function calls, those non-deterministic variables as rollback-related variables in
target software can be identified.
Step II. Calculate state transfers among variables: We defined three
kinds of state transfer rules among variables as follows to identify those variables
that receives states from those non-deterministic variables obtained in step I.
Through calculating these three kinds of transfers iteratively, we can extract all
rollback-related variables in target software.
– Rule #1: If rollback-related variable A is assigned to define variable B, then
variable B should be marked as rollback-related variable.

– Rule #2: If variable B is assigned to define rollback-related variable A, and
variable A is a pointer, reference, or in other equivalent forms, then variable
B should be marked as rollback-related variable.
– Rule #3: If rollback-related variable A is used as condition in branch judgment C, then judgment C is rollback-related. If variable B is modified in
branches controlled by branch judgment C, then it should be marked as
rollback-related variables as well. Moreover, all define statements of variables inside functions, which are called in branches controlled by judgment
C, should all be marked as rollback-related variables.
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def internalFunc ( paramA , * paramB ) {
// Rule #2 , e q u i v a l e n t to varD = varA
* paramB = paramA
// Rule #3 , function c a l l i n s i d e judgment
varF = varX
return paramA
}
...
// assigned by external non - deterministic inputs
varA = externalFunc ()
// Rule #3
if varA :
// Rule #1 , assigned by the return v a r i a b l e
varB = internalFunc ( varA , & varC )
// Rule #1 , #3
varD = varB
// Rule #3 , varX isn ’ t r o l l b a c k −r e l a t e d
varE = varX

Listing 1.3. Example for state transfer rules

An example of state transfer rules is described in Listing 1.3. Since varA is
assigned by return value of external function at line 10, it will be marked as
rollback-related variable according to step I. Because varA is passed to internal
function as an argument at line 14, paramA will be marked as rollback-related
variable according to Rule #1. Since paramA is returned by internalFunc to
assign varB at line 14, varB will be marked as rollback-related variable according
to Rule #1.
Since varC is a passing-by-pointer argument passed to paramB, and paramB
is assigned by rollback-related paramA at line 3 in Listing 1.3, paramB will be
marked as rollback-related variable according to Rule #1, and varC will also be
marked as rollback-related variable according to Rule #2.
Since if statement at line 12 in Listing 1.3 is determined by rollback-related
variable varA, varD and varE will also be marked as rollback-related variable
according to Rule #3. Because internalFunc is called at line 14, which is controlled by rollback-related branch at line 12, varF will also be marked as rollbackrelated variable according to Rule #3.
Step III. Extract locations for rollback-related variable: After step
I and II, we can get all those rollback-related variables. However, in order to
monitor these variables during run-time through underlying hypervisor, corresponding oﬀsets in virtual address space and memory size of those variables
should be obtained based on information in executable file, such as ELF header.
The results of this section will be handed to recording and compensating module
for further protections during run-time.

Automatically extracting rollback-related program point: Based on definition of rollback-related program point mentioned in §2.3, extracting module
will firstly identify those program points controlled by rollback-related branches.
Then, for each program point V, extracting module will calculate the corresponding compensating node to denote those bypassed rollback branch judgments if
point V is resumed for further compensating needs. The detailed extracting processes are described as follows.
Step I. Generate rollback-related control flow graph: We will identify
those rollback-related branch judgments in control flow graph (CFG) according
to Rule #3 in §3.5 at first, and delete other nodes to generate a rollback-related
CFG.
Step II. Extract rollback-related program point: If program point V
in CFG can be inserted to rollback-related CFG of step I, it means that directly
this resuming point V will bypass corresponding rollback-related branches. Then,
program point V will be marked as rollback-related according to analyses in §2.3,
otherwise we will ignore it, and move to next program point.
Step III. Calculate compensating node for resumed program point:
For each rollback-related program point V obtained from step II, we will calculate
its closest dominator node D in rollback-related CFG firstly. By re-executing
from this dominator node D, all the bypassed rollback-related branches between
node D and V can be compensated to maintain correctness. However, if node
D is a rollback-related program point, then compensating control flow to node
D will introduce extra problems as described in §2.2. Therefore, we will skip it
to get another closest dominator node. Otherwise, we will mark node D as the
compensating node to denote those bypassed branch judgments when program
point V is resumed. At last, both node V and D will be stored and interpreted to
corresponding oﬀsets in code section for further compensating purpose.

3.6

Recording Module for Rollback-Related Variable States

Since the compensating node for each rollback-related program point has
been obtained through preliminary oﬄine processes in §3.5, therefore, we only
need to trace state transitions of those rollback-related variables during runtime for further compensating purpose. The recording module takes advantages
of underlying hypervisor, e.g., virtual machine introspection (VMI), to directed
access memory in user domain from control domain, which will not require modifications on target software.
Through dynamically implanting hooks in target software during run-time,
recording module can provide real-time monitoring for each state update of
those rollback-related variables. A timestamp will also be added for each state
transition record, which will be used to decide whether states of those rollbackrelated variables have been lost during compensating phase. All the historical
state transitions will be a guidance for maintaining the correctness of those
rollback-related variables after rollback.

3.7

Compensating Module for Rollback-Related States

Compensating module can correct those abnormal states for both rollbackrelated variables and program points immediately after rollback, through monitoring rollback events in user domain. In this section, we will discuss strategies
for compensating these two kinds of rollback-related states in appropriate way
without introducing extra security problems.
Strategy for compensating rollback-related variable: We classify variables into two categories, non-random and random variables, and propose corresponding strategies as follows:
– Compensating non-random variables: Compensating module will recover the latest states for non-random variables to maintain state continuity
against rollback. For example, variable tally described in §2.1 will be compensated to its latest state after t3 .
– Compensating random variables: This strategy will discard resumed
states of random variables after rollback, and randomize variable states
again. For example, a used random number seed in sshd daemon resumed by
rollback can be re-randomized with this strategy, avoiding duplicate nonce.
The two strategies above are adequate for eliminating security problems
caused by rollback mentioned in §2. Moreover, compensating module also allows users to flexibly indicate states that should not be compensated for special
purpose like debugging.
Strategy for compensating rollback-related program point: If rollbackrelated program point is resumed by rollback, compensating module must make
sure that all those bypassed rollback-related branch judgments are not in a
stale state, through adjusting control flow to corresponding compensating point
as described in §3.5. Then, software will re-execute all these bypassed branch
judgments under correct states.
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Fig. 6. Example For program flow compensation

Figure 6 shows an example for compensating those rollback-related program
points. Directly resuming checkpoint A will bypass branch A, while resuming
checkpoint B will bypass both branch A and B. According to this compensating
strategy, when checkpoint C is resumed, there is no need for compensating. When
checkpoint A or B is resumed, control flow will be adjusted to compensating node
just before branch A as highlighted by the red dashed line in Figure 6. Thus,
target software will re-executing from compensating node to correct abnormal

states of those bypassed branch judgment A and B, which can eliminate the
security problems described in §2.2.

4

Platform-Specific Implementation

In this section, we propose the implementation of RollSec based on Xen hypervisor, which locates in rollback-free control domain Dom0 to avoid security
problems of general rollback. Since we have already discussed the generality of
extracting module in §3.5, at present, we only implement extracting methods
of rollback-related states for C/C++ based software to demonstrate its eﬀeteness. RollSec will utilize LibVMI library for recording and compensating those
rollback-related states in target software of user domain DomU.
4.1

Extracting Module based on Code Property Graph

Extracting module will construct code property graph[25] of target software,
and store it to Neo4J[26] graph database, which contains abstract syntax tree
(AST), control flow graph (CFG) and program dependency graph (PDG). The
extracting module described in §3.5 are implemented based on Python querying interfaces of Neo4J database, which can obtain those platform-independent
information, including identifier name, modification location, rollback-related
program point in CFG.
Furthermore, RollSec will interpret such information to oﬀset in data and
code sections for recording and compensating purpose during run-time based on
debugging information. The extracting module is an oﬄine preliminary procedure, which should be completed before recording and compensating.
4.2

VMI-based Recording and Compensating Module

RollSec will utilize LibVMI library to directly access target states in target
software for state recording and compensating from control domain Dom0, without requiring modifications on target software in DomU. RollSec injects breakpoint
interrupts (INT3) to all the modification locations of those variables in code segment to trace state transitions accordingly. After recording process is completed
for an INT3 event, RollSec will remove this interrupt and recover the original
code to make sure that target software can work properly. Then, RollSec will
re-inject INT3 to enable monitoring again after the origin code is executed.
Since hooks are added to rollback functions (i.e. save and resume) in Xen tool
stack libxl, whenever rollback happens RollSec will pause target software and
invoke compensating process to correct those abnormal rollback-related states.
For those rollback-related variables, RollSec will directly replace those abnormal
states through VMI according to strategies described in §3.7. For those inappropriate resumed program point, RollSec will modify current control flow (i.e.
process context) to corresponding compensation point as described in §3.5. Finally, paused target software will be unpaused without influenced by rollback
security problems described in §2.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we conduct security evaluation to verify the eﬀectiveness
of RollSec firstly. Then, we present the results of performance experiments of
RollSec.
5.1

Rollback Protection for Rollback-Related Variable

In this part, we will take Scenario I in §2.1 as example to verify the effectiveness for securing rollback-related variables. We apply RollSec to protect
pam tally module, which is loaded by login module as a library. Therefore,
RollSec needs to relocate oﬀsets of those rollback-related states in pam tally
module based on library mapping information in login at first. Since variable
tally receives the number of failed login attempts from outside log file, it will be
marked as rollback-related variables according to extracting methods described
in §3.5. Then, RollSec will inject breakpoint interrupt to the modification location of variable tally for recording purpose, i.e., program point between line 6
and 7 in Listing 1.1.
Since state transitions during t1 ∼ t3 are lost after rollback according to historical state log, RollSec will compensate this abnormal state to the latest state
at t4 according to strategy for non-random variables described in §3.7. Consequently, after rollback login module can still prevent attacks with password
guessing, without becoming undermined by rollback as described in Scenario I.
5.2

Rollback Protection for Rollback-Related Program Point

In this part, we will take Scenario II in §2.2 as example to verify the eﬀectiveness for securing rollback-related program points. The program point after line
9 in Figure 2 can be reached, only if those rollback-related branch judgments for
authentication is successful. Thus, program points after line 9 will be marked as
rollback-related according to §3.5.
Since all branch judgments inside function do authentication are bypassed
after resuming program point at line 14 in Listing 1.2, RollSec will compensate
the resumed program point by modifying control flow to line 4 for re-executing
all those bypassed branch judgments to discard those abnormal control flow state
for current time point. Moreover, before target software is unpasued, compensating for rollback-related variables are also required to make sure those bypassed
judgments can be re-executed in correct states, which can eliminate security
problems described in Scenario II.
5.3

Performance Evaluation

Our physical environment is equipped with a quad-core 2.00 GHz Intel Xeon
E5405 processor, 8 GBytes RAM, 1 TBytes hard disk, which is running a 64bit Linux Kernel 4.4.0 with hypervisor Xen 4.7.0 as Dom0. The VM in DomU
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is based on Xen HVM (Hardware Virtual Machine) equipped with single vCPU
and 2 GBytes memory. RollSec utilizes Neo4J 2.1.8 graph database to store code
information of target software. The recording and compensating module utilize
LibVMI 0.10.1 to manipulate rollback-related states in target software of user
domain.
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(b) SPEC CPU2016
Fig. 7. Performance

We choose IBM’s software TPM 2.0 (Version: 832) [27] and C/C++ benchmarks (ten C and three C++ programs) from SPEC CPU2016 [28] to evaluate
the run-time performance of RollSec. We conduct performance experiments on
frequently-used functions of software TPM, i.e. PCR extension, generation of key
and nonce to evaluate run-time overhead of RollSec as depicted in Figure 7(a).
Moreover, performance of RollSec, when applying to C/C++ based benchmarks
of SPEC CPU2016 is shown in Figure 7(b). These experiments can demonstrate
that RollSec will only cause acceptable overhead during run-time.
Table. 1 shows the overhead for compensating rollback-related variables in
diﬀerent memory size. We also evaluate the maximum time overhead for compensating rollback-related program point through modifying the control flow of
target software, which shows that each time for modifying corresponding process context will cost 3.96 ms on average. Since rollback of virtual machine is
a time-consuming process that usually cost seconds of time, the overhead of
compensating those rollback-related states is negligible comparing to the entire
overhead for VM rollback.
Table 1. Overhead for compensating rollback-related variable
512KB 1MB
2MB
4MB
8MB
16MB
12.15ms 25.45ms 53.38ms 106.78ms 180.66ms 373.56ms

6
6.1

related work
Applications of Rollback Mechanism

Rollback can help software recover from intrusion [2], failures [29, 4], meanwhile it also widely applies to software debugging scenarios such as [5, 30, 31].
Many research works on rollback are focusing on application fields, while its
security problems are rarely mentioned.

6.2

Securing Software against Rollback

State continuity against rollback: Memoir [16], ICE [17] and Ariadne [18]
all focused on state continuous system and algorithm to protect software from
rollback problems. They are all based on replay strategies to maintain state
continuity for target software, which can only work for those deterministic software and require modifications on target software according to dedicate libraries.
Thus, applications of these solutions are largely limited.
State consistency against rollback: Jin et al.[9] proposed system to solve
the rollback-induced state inconsistency between virtual machines (VM) and its
attached virtual Trusted Platform Module (vTPM). However, Jin’s solution only
focused on a specific rollback problems on vTPM-VM architecture, which is not
applicable for other scenarios with diﬀerent architectures.
Securing rollback based on VM level: Garfinkel et al. [32] proposed
the first research work to demonstrate that VM rollbacks can have severe security problems in virtualization environment. Xia et al.[14] proposed system to
maintain a trusted log to record every rollback event of VM, which can only be
analyzed manually by administers. These solutions cannot solve rollback impacts
inside VM adequately.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we revisited rollback problems in two representing scenarios,
and summarized rollback-related states, including states of non-deterministic
variables and program points, as the root causes of security problems of general
rollbacks, and simplify it to the equivalent software state problems. Moreover,
we propose RollSec to automatically protect software against general rollback
problems, through correcting those abnormal rollback-related states caused by
rollback. RollSec can automatically extract those rollback-related states from
language-independent information of target software as preliminary work. During run-time RollSec can log state transitions, and maintain the correctness of
those rollback-related states without requiring any modifications on target software. As last, we implement a prototype of RollSec based on Xen hypervisor
for C/C++ software, and conduct evaluation experiments to verify its eﬀectiveness and performance, which demonstrate that RollSec is eﬀective and only
acceptable overhead is introduced.
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